
Pick The Pros- The Curve Inn  Rules for 2015 Season 

 

POOL FORMAT 

This is a Standard Pickem pool where you pick all the games on the picksheet, either against the spread 

or straight up (see POINTSPREADS section) and where the standings are based on your win-loss record. 

 

POOL SCHEDULE 

This pool starts with NFL Week 1 and ends with the regular NFL football season and does not include 

playoffs.  

 

 

WEEKLY STANDINGS 

The Weekly  Standings in this pool are based on 'Wins'. The person with the most wins is ranked highest. 

 

If there is a tie after 'Wins', the first tiebreaker is 'MNF Total'. The person who most closely picks the 

total combined score by both teams in the Monday night game is ranked highest. Going over or under 

does not matter.  If there is no Monday night game, the website will designate a replacement game. 

 

If there is a tie after 'MNF Total', it will be considered a tie. 

  

SEASON STANDINGS 

The  Standings in this pool are based on 'Wins'. The person with the most wins is ranked highest. 

 

If there is a tie after 'Wins', the first tiebreaker is 'MNF Total'. The person who most closely picks the 

total combined score by both teams in the Monday Night Football (MNF) game wins this tiebreaker.  

Going over or under does not matter.  For the season tiebreaker, it is the cumulative absolute difference 

between your predictions and the final score.  For example, if you were off by 4 the first week and -4 the 

second week, your absolute difference would be 8 after 2 weeks. 

 

If there is a tie after 'MNF Total', it will be considered a tie. 

 



CONFIRMING PICKS 

It is your responsibility to confirm that your own picks are accepted by the website.  You should see the 

Congratulations Screen after submitting your picks and you should receive a pick confirmation email.  If 

you are still unsure if your picks were accepted, you should return to the picksheet, not by using your 

browser's back button, but by clicking on the My Picks link.  If your picks were accepted they will be 

prefilled on the picksheet.  

 

POSTPONED GAMES 

If a game is postponed to a later week, all the picks for that game will be deleted by the website.  The 

website will send an email notification to the people who picked that game and their pool managers.  

Whether they get the email or not, it is the responsibility of the individual pool member to know that 

the game was postponed and to enter a new pick (if necessary) before the pick deadline passes. 

 

DISPUTES 

If there is ever a discrepancy between what the website shows and what the player says he/she 

entered, the website will be considered correct.  If there is ever a discrepancy between what the 

website shows and a pick confirmation email, the website will be considered correct.   

 

POOL MANAGER 

The pool manager's contact information can be found on the website under HELP>Contact Pool 

Manager 


